This paper presents preliminary work on learning the search heuristic for the optimal motion planning for automated driving in urban traffic. Previous work considered search-based optimal motion planning framework (SBOMP) that utilized numerical or model-based heuristics that did not consider dynamic obstacles. Optimal solution was still guaranteed since dynamic obstacles can only increase the cost. However, significant variations in the search efficiency are observed depending whether dynamic obstacles are present or not. This paper introduces machine learning (ML) based heuristic that takes into account dynamic obstacles, thus adding to the performance consistency for achieving real-time implementation.
Introduction
Vehicle automation is based on classic robotics SensingPlanning-Acting cycle, where Motion Planning (MP) is the crucial step. Many different approaches for MP are available [Schwarting et al., 2018] but still, finding a collision-free motion plan, while taking into account system dynamics, dynamic obstacles and possibly desired criteria (cost function) in a real time is an unsolved challenge.
Beside environment perception, where Deep Learning (DL) proved to be very useful, it was not extensively used for other vehicle automation tasks such as vehicle motion planning and control.
So far, ML was used to learn longitudinal driving (e.g. energy efficient [Gaier and Asteroth, 2014] ) and achieved comparable energy-efficiency as search based solutions, with improved computational performance. For lateral driving, DL was used to imitate the human driver with the goal to only keep the vehicle on the road [Bojarski et al., 2016] . These situations are rather simple compared to driving in a complex, dynamic urban environment. Several works used reinforcement learning to learn driving in a dynamic environment [Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2016; Fridman et al., 2018] , but the approaches consider simple models and the results are not close to optimal. Successes of DL in robotic manipulation [Levine et al., 2016] and playing the game of Go [ Silver et al., 2017] as well as approximation of planning modules by network [Tamar et al., 2016] provide arguments for considering DL for vehicle motion planning too.
The proposed approach utilizes ML to enhance computational performance of deterministic MP while keeping guarantees on optimality and transparency. The main contribution of this work can be summarized as: i) systematic dataset generation from exact optimal solutions for supervised learning of optimal behavior, ii) convenient representation of driving situation as input for machine learning algorithm, iii) use of machine learning for a heuristic in a deterministic planning framework with guaranteed maximum deviation from optimal solution, iv) use of receding horizon approach instead of greedy policy search.
Problem statement
The main problem considered in this work is inconsistent and potentially unsatisfactory performance of deterministic motion planning approaches, in particular Search Based Optimal Motion planning framework (SBOMP) [Ajanovic et al., 2018a] . As heuristics used in SBOMP (numerical h DP [Ajanović et al., 2017; Ajanović et al., 2018b] and model based h MB [Ajanović et al., 2018c] ) did not consider dynamic obstacles, significant computational performance variations have been observed depending whether dynamic obstacles are present or not. Performance is measured by the number of nodes explored.
To integrate dynamic obstacles in heuristic function ML techniques will be used in this work.
Learning-based optimal motion planning
The original SBOMP for optimal motion planning is enhanced by ML heuristic h ML , bounded by h DP for providing guarantees on sub-optimality. Proposed h ML takes as input a 3D structure representing node n and a driving situation (obstacles O) and returns as a result a scalar value representing an estimated cost to reach horizon limits from that node. Using modified SBOMP and DP heuristic (h DP ), dataset (D) of exact input-output data points is generated. Dataset is then used for training of the ML heuristic. In principle, this approach differs from reinforcement learning since it is supervised and from imitation learning since the exact optimal solution is used instead of expert demonstrations.
Situation representation
Node n and driving situation are represented by a discretized 3D structure with lane l, longitudinal distance s and time t dimensions (Fig. 1) . 3D structure has N kshor × N kthor × N kdl cells. Each cell represents a part of the search space and can be free or occupied by some obstacle or ego vehicle. Obstacles are uniquely marked for several types: other vehicles, traffic lights, forbidden lane change, etc. as shown in [Ajanovic et al., 2018a] . Parent node n is represented by virtual obstacle as if the vehicle is continuing to move with velocity n.v from it's initial position. The advantage of this formulation is that the representation keeps consistent 3D size for every driving situation regardless of the number of obstacles and it is computed only once per replanning instance.
Dataset generation
For generation of dataset D, the SBOMP framework was modified to enable theoretically inexhaustible generation from different scenarios and initial conditions as it is shown in Algorithm 1. Contrary to the original SBOMP, where the goal was to find only one collision-free trajectory, for dataset generation the goal is to generate as many different data points as possible. Therefore, the search is executed not only until horizon is reached by some trajectory, but until all nodes in OPEN list are explored. Trajectory branches are constructed backward from each node n h at the end of horizons, starting from nodes which reached horizon first. For each node n on the branch, corresponding 3D structure and cost are stored in dataset D. Cost is computed by subtracting g(n) value from the cost of the final node g(n h ). It can be noted that calculated cost represents cost-to-horizon and not cost-to-go anymore, but this should not affect the results of the search. The remaining nodes, not belonging to the branches that reach horizons, lead to the collision, and thus are assigned with infinite cost. These nodes partially resemble inevitable collision state [Fraichard and Asama, 2004] .
ML Heuristic
Proposed ML heuristic is bounded by DP heuristic (1) so that guarantees on sub-optimality can be provided. In this way, heuristic is ε-admissible so the solution is always maximum ε times greater than the optimal solution et al., 2004] . Values of ε closer to 1 guarantee smaller deviation from optimal solution but reduce computational performance.
Conclusion and outlook
The presented approach offers the possibility to include Machine Learning into deterministic motion planning framework, promising significant performance improvements manifested in reduced number of nodes explored compared to those obtained using numerical (h DP ) and model based (h MB ) heuristics while keeping guarantees on sub-optimality of the solution. Appropriate ML architecture for this problem have yet to be developed and learnability validated.
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